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other laws referenced in the first paragraph.
1
   To ensure that the report on these matters 

is complete and accurate, we request that the following information be included in the 

final report: 

 

I. The report must accurately reflect that it was a result of a joint FBI-OIG 

review. 

 

We are very concerned that the DOJ will issue this new NSL report as an OIG report.  

This is not accurate.  In 2007, we were informed that the investigation was a joint FBI-

OIG investigation.  Mr. Youssef protested this arrangement and insisted that the 

investigation be independent.  It was not.  Because the DOJ denied Mr. Youssef’s request 

that the FBI be excluded from participating in the investigation, in would be misleading 

to issue the report only in the name of the OIG.  The report should clearly indicate that it 

was a joint project.   

 

We hereby renew our request that the NSL matter be independently reviewed and that a 

full root cause analysis be conducted.   Because Mr. Youssef had filed Title VII and 

whistleblower complaints against the FBI, and had provided testimony that the FBI had 

animus against him, the DOJ should have, from the start, taken strong measures to ensure 

that the entire investigation was independent.   In 2007 we recommended that the DOJ 

follow the precedent used when reviewing misconduct in the FBI crime lab (i.e. the 

utilization of outside independent experts).  The recommendation was also rejected.   

 

II. The FBI and DOJ used illegal non-disclosure agreements and improperly 

censored witness testimony. 

 

At the outset of the investigation the OIG requested that Mr. Youssef’s counsel execute a 

“standard” FBI non-disclosure form.   The form was purportedly required by the FBI 

(which was jointly conducting the investigation).  The non-disclosure form was illegal on 

its face, and, among other defects, improperly restricted disclosures of misconduct to 

Congress and violated Public Law 109-115 (sections 818 and 820).    When Mr. Youssef 

and his counsel objected to the use of illegal non-disclosure forms, Mr. Youssef was 

threatened with termination if he did not testify. To his credit, Mr. Youssef refused to 

consent to these illegal procedures.  After some negotiations, the OIG agreed to modify 

the non-disclosure form applicable to the Youssef interview.  However, other witness-

attorneys who participated in the joint investigation were required to execute illegal gag 

orders.  The requirement that employee-witnesses sign such gag orders indicates that the 

purpose of the investigation was something other than full disclosure of misconduct. 

 

                                                 
1
  Mr. Youssef has made a formal request to review the draft FBI-OIG report.  We 

understand that such a review will be permitted once the draft report is declassified.  At 

that time Mr. Youssef reserves the right to amend the contents of this letter and to seek 

additional corrections.  
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The final report should discuss the illegal use of non-disclosure forms by the FBI and 

identify what corrective action should be taken to ensure that the FBI not use these forms 

in the future. 

 

III. The report must reflect that the root causes of the NSL violations were the 

FBI’s authorization of the exigent letters and its direction that CAU obtain records 

from telephone companies prior to obtaining proper NSLs from the operational 

units. The FBI approved and issued two electronic communications bureau-wide, 

which established the policy and procedures later found objectionable by the 

Inspector General.  

 

Attachment 1 consists of an Electronic Communication (“EC”) sent out Bureau-wide 

dated January 6, 2003.
2
  It was approved by the highest-ranking FBI officials, and was 

sent to every Assistant Director, every SAC and every manager with any responsibility 

whatsoever over NSLs.  Although not directly referenced on the face of the EC, this 

document would have been vetted with the Director of the FBI and would have been 

formally reviewed and approved by the FBI Office of General Counsel (“OGC”).  The 

EC sets forth mandatory FBI policy that governed the use of NSLs.  

 

The January 6
th

 EC established the policy that the FBI would be using information 

collection tactics that would result in “generating an enormous amount of data in short 

order.”  Much of this data “may not actually be related to the terrorism activity under 

investigation.”  In other words, the FBI knew that it would collect information that would 

not, in fact, be tied to any actual terrorist threat or investigation.     

 

To implement the mandates of the January 6
th

 EC, another EC was drafted by the former 

Chief of the FBI’s Communication’s Analysis Unit (“CAU”).  See, Attachment 2.  This 

EC was “uploaded” into the FBI system and was accessible to all supervisors and agents 

who had any role in the NSL process.  The second EC dated, November 18, 2003, 

established the procedures for the FBI’s use of “exigent letters” to obtain telephone 

records without waiting for the filing of mandatory legal authority (i.e. a subpoena or a 

NSL). 

 

The November 18
th

 EC  mandated CAU to obtain telephone records before it obtained an 

NSL or a subpoena.  CAU would then obtain the “appropriate legal authority” only after 

the search was done.  The November 18
th

 EC stated that CAU “typically” would “request 

transactional records in response to specific field office requests for support.”  The EC 

continued and explained that the “Exigent Circumstances Letter” was the process used to 

obtain the data:  “Under the authority of the Exigent Circumstances Letter signed by the 

                                                 
2
   Mr. Youssef’s counsel was cleared to review redacted versions of the ECs and emails 

referenced in this letter.  The contents of these documents were accurately transcribed 

and are set forth in the exhibits.  The actual emails are all exhibits to the joint FBI-OIG 

investigation.   
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appropriate CAU Supervisory Special Agent [withheld by FBI] will provide transactional 

records . . ..”   Thus, the illegal “exigent circumstance” searches identified in prior OIG 

reports were not caused by improper actions by supervisors within CAU – or by the 

actions of supervisors or managers who came into their positions after November 2003.  

Instead, the problem was caused by the complete failure of the FBI – at its highest levels 

– to understand the law and to police its own policies.   

 

The final FBI-OIG report on the improper use of NSLs must fully acknowledge the role 

of these two ECs in establishing and mandating the program to use illegal exigent 

circumstance letters to conduct searches, and must hold accountable the managers who 

reviewed and approved these ECs.  

 

IV. In 2006 Mr. Youssef attempted to have the November 18
th

 EC withdrawn 

and corrected. FBI and OIG improperly stalled these corrective actions for over one 

year. 

 

Before Mr. Youssef was even aware that the Inspector General commenced its initial 

investigation into the misuse of the exigent letters, Mr. Youssef had identified the 

problems associated with the two ECs identified above and recommended that the FBI 

issue a corrected EC addressing the improper use of exigent circumstances letters.  The 

FBI Office of General Counsel ignored this recommendation. 

 

After discovering the problems caused by the use of exigent circumstances letters, Mr. 

Youssef requested that his staff review the FBI policy and procedures set forth in the 

January and November 2003 ECs (i.e. Attachments 1 and 2) and revise the NSL/exigent 

letter policies which governed his actions within CAU.   

 

After this review, Mr. Youssef re-drafted the November 18
th

 EC to ensure that exigent 

letter searches were only conducted where authorized under law.  In other words, the 

revised EC would mandate that searches were only conducted if there was an actual NSL 

or if there was a legally justifiable emergency that meets the strict legal definition 

permitting searches under truly exigent circumstances.  

 

Mr. Youssef’s work on this process was completed in May 2006, and he communicated 

the proposed changes to FBI policy in an email to OGC, dated May 19, 2006.  The 

proposed revised EC, if approved, would have ensured CAU’s compliance with the law.  

It explicitly defined exigent circumstances in a manner consistent with the law, and 

required that exigent circumstance searches only occur if the facts proved that the search 

was justified under the law:  “In crisis situations where there is a specific threat to the 

United States . . . and loss of life and property are imminent, CAU will issue an exigent 

circumstances letter . . . under 18 USC 2702 [the law which sets forth the definition of 

exigent]. . . . “ 
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This revised policy was sent to OGC before the Office of Inspector General commenced 

its on-site review of the NSL process.  In other words, Mr. Youssef requested formal 

correction of improper FBI policies before he was aware of any external review of the 

NSL process.  However, OGC did not act on this recommendation, and the improper 

policy set forth in the 2003 ECs remained in the system (and binding on CAU) for 

another year.  

 

The final FBI-OIG report must reflect that Mr. Youssef took prompt corrective actions to 

fix the improperly drafted policies that governed CAU, and it must also reflect that FBI 

OGC failed to implement these policy changes and failed to provide correct legal advice 

on the use of exigent letters.  The final report must properly credit Mr. Youssef for 

making these recommended changes. 

 

V. The final report must properly credit Mr. Youssef’s corrective actions. 

 

In January 2007, Mr. Youssef’s actions in attempting to fix the exigent letter/NSL 

problems within the FBI were recognized by the Assistant Director for the FBI’s 

Counterterrorism Division.
3
  Attachment 4.   Mr. Youssef was commended for his actions 

in attempting to fix the NSL/exigent letter problems that had been created before Mr. 

Youssef had been named as the Chief of the Communications Analysis Unit.  As 

reflected in the May 19, 2006 memorandum drafted by Mr. Youssef, and other actions set 

forth below, Mr. Youssef had taken extraordinary steps to correct the problems caused by 

the improper FBI procedures.  The 2007 commendation by the Assistant Director was 

accurate and fully justified based on Mr. Youssef’s efforts in 2005-06.   

 

Moreover, Mr. Youssef’s official performance evaluation for 2006 – which took into 

consideration his successful efforts to identify and correct the significant problems that 

existed within his unit when he was named Chief --- also recognized the contributions 

made by Mr. Youssef.  This evaluation was accurate and its findings must also be 

reflected in the final FBI-OIG report.
4
 

                                                 
3
  The Assistant Director for the Counterterrorism Division personally thanked Mr. 

Youssef for his actions in fixing the exigent letter/NSL problems in an email dated 

January 31, 2007:  “Bassem – thank you for your efforts to ensure CTD [the 

Counterterrorism Division] is totally compliant.  I very much appreciate all you are 

doing.”  Attachment 4 (email from Joe Billy to Bassem Youssef).   

 
4
 In his formal Performance Appraisal Report covering the 2006 time period, the 

Section Chief and the Deputy Assistant Director with responsibilities over CAU rated 

Mr. Youssef “excellent” or “outstanding” in every performance category and 

acknowledged his “outstanding” “professionalism during extreme operational 

circumstances.”  Attachment 5 (Annual Performance Appraisal Report executed by DAD 

Frahm on January 7, 2007). 
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The final FBI-OIG report must include a recognition that Mr. Youssef’s actions to make 

the FBI “compliant” with the law were commendable and that the Assistant Director’s 

praise of Mr. Youssef’s conduct was correct.   

 

The FBI-OIG final report must also reflect that for many of the problems that the OIG 

identified in its first NSL report, Mr. Youssef had previously identified them and 

corrected or attempted correct them before the OIG issued its report.  Any failure of the 

FBI-OIG to properly credit Mr. Youssef would result in misleading Congress and the 

public as to how the FBI internally identified and attempted to resolve and correct the 

NSL issues.  It would also improperly downplay or cover-up the contribution that a 

whistleblower-employee can make to ensure that problems within an institution are 

identified and resolved.   

 

VI. The FBI OGC obtained direct evidence that the Executive Assistant Director 

of the FBI authorized an illegal search in 2004 and failed to report the violation or 

correct the violation. 

 

In an email chain commencing in December 2004, the FBI OGC learned that the 

Executive Assistant Director had requested that CAU conduct a search of telephone 

records, and that the search had been completed without any NSL and without any 

justification documenting the existence of an “exigent” circumstance. Attachment 6.  The 

OGC also learned that no full or preliminary investigation existed and that an NSL could 

not be legally drafted.  Finally the OGC learned that the search had in fact been 

completed without any proper legal authority.   

 

The importance of this email chain cannot be overstated.  It demonstrates that high level 

FBI managers (including the Executive Assistant Director for Counterterrorism and 

Counterintelligence) were directly involved in making requests for the illegal search of 

telephone records, that the FBI’s Office of General Counsel was fully aware of this 

practice, that no corrective action was mandated and that the violations were never 

properly reported.  Attachment 7 is a copy of Mr. Youssef’s attorney’s September 23, 

2008 letter to the Attorney General discussing this email chain along with a copy of the 

email chain itself.  

 

The final FBI-OIG report must fully document the incidents reflected in this email chain 

and hold the responsible officials accountable for committing these violations, for failure 

to report these violations and for failure to take any proper corrective action.   

 

The FBI-OIG final report should also discuss whether the FBI and OIG engaged in a 

proper root cause review as to why the OGC did not immediately correct the policies and 

procedures that resulted in the illegal 2004 search.  This root cause review should have 

included a focus on FBI “culture,” especially when it concerns misconduct committed by 
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high-ranking officials and the failure of entities such as the OGC to police these 

managers.  

 

 

VII. FBI OGC knew the full extent of the problems in the NSL programs no later 

than January 2005 and failed to order a stop to the violations.  

 

Attachment No. 8 is an email dated March 11, 2005 from FBI Assistant General Counsel 

Patrice Kopistansky and addressed to upper level attorneys within the FBI’s Office of 

General Counsel (“OGC”), including the Deputy General Counsel Julie Thomas and the 

head of the National Security Law Branch, Mr. Marion (“Spike”) Bowman.  The email 

was internal to OGC.  The email documents internal discussions within OGC concerning 

the FBI’s improper use of “exigent circumstance letters.”  

 

The March 11
th

 email summarizes the problem and confirms that OGC knew of the 

violations no later then January 2005
5
: “CAU gets emergency requests to get telephone 

numbers, gets the information, and then has to do an NSL to justify getting the 
information.  As it is now, it sends us a lead to either the field or ITOS I or II to do the 
NSLs, but this [i.e. obtaining the NSL] rarely happens.”   The email recognizes that the 

real issue behind obtaining the NSL involved determining what preliminary investigation 

the NSL could be tied to, as under the law an NSL may issue only to support an approved 

preliminary or full investigation. 18 U.S.C. § 2709(b). In other words, without a 

preliminary or full investigation, you could not issue an NSL.   

 

The Office of General Counsel also understood that the Communications Analysis Unit 

could not open up cases on its own (“CAU can’t open cases because they are not 

operational.  We would probably need to get ITOS I and II to open such cases”).  In other 

words, CAU could never open up a preliminary investigation necessary to justify an NSL 

and would not even have any access to the underlying information concerning the alleged 

terrorist threat.   

 

Consequently, the FBI Office of General Counsel fully understood that the FBI was 

obtaining information without having served the proper NSL request.  OGC also 

understood that to justify these prior requests, or to continue to obtain information from 

the phone companies, they needed to determine “what file we issue the NSLs pursuant 

to.”  OGC knew that there had to be, at a minimum, a pending preliminary investigation 

out of which the NSL could be issued.  OGC knew that it was the responsibility of the 

FBI’s International Terrorism Operations Sections (“ITOS”) (and other operational units) 

to open-up preliminary (or full) investigations prior to requesting that CAU obtain 

telephone records.   

 

                                                 
5
 As indicated on page 3 above, OGC would have known about the January 6, 2003, EC 

through the normal course of business. 
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Thus, the final FBI-OIG report should state that one of the root causes of the NSL 

violations was the failure of ITOS to open preliminary or full investigations prior to 

requesting that CAU obtain information from the phone company.  The report should 

fully explain that FBI Office of General Counsel was fully aware of these problems 

within the ITOS and other operational counterterrorism sections, yet failed to take any 

prompt corrective action.  The final report should also fully and properly credit Mr. 

Youssef, the Unit Chief of CAU in 2005, for the efforts he took (on his own initiative) to 

attempt to have ITOS comply with its obligations and his attempt to solicit the assistance 

of the Office of General Counsel in this process.  The report should highlight that Mr. 

Youssef undertook this critical corrective action prior to the Inspector General review. 

 

VIII. FBI OGC attempted to cover-up the NSL violations by proposing the 

creation of illegal “broad preliminary investigations” and improperly using control 

files to issue NSLs. 

 

According to the March 11, 2005 email (attachment No. 8), the OGC attorneys 

“proposed” a  “solution” to the NSL problem that would result in continued issuance of 

illegal NSLs and which would cover-up the violations committed by the FBI.  The FBI 

Office of General Counsel proposed that the FBI open “very broad PIs [preliminary 

investigations] that could be ongoing and would encompass future threats.”  The FBI 

would then use these broad generic so-called “preliminary investigations” as a pretext to 

justify NSLs and the continued use of the exigent letters.  Instead of having the 

operational units legally and properly tie searches to real preliminary or full 

investigations, OGC proposed creating phony generic files and proposed having the 

Office of General Counsel (as opposed to the operational units) approve NSLs.  

 

According to the email, these umbrella PIs would cover all of the so-called “emergency” 

requests for which the FBI was currently using the “exigent letter” to obtain information. 

The broad scope of these proposed preliminary investigations, and the ability to classify 

almost any search request, is evident from a review of the preliminary investigation 

proposed in the OGC email:  

 

 CAU and I came up with a list of six {sic} PIs that we could open that would 

 encompass most, if not all of the emergency requests that came in.  They were:  

 

 Threats against Transportation Facilities (e.g. airplanes, trains) 

 

 Threats against Infrastructure (e.g. bridges, roads, water treatment plants) 

 

 Threat against Public Facilities (e.g. mass?, sports stadiums) 

 

 Threats against individuals (e.g. plans to assassinate public figures) 

 

 Threats against Special events (e.g. World Bank event, Superbowl, G-8 Summit) 
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In other emails, these “very broad” and “future threat” based PIs would be referred to in a 

variety of ways, including “Umbrella PIs,” “generic PIs” or PI’s initiated from a “control 

file.”  Other emails make clear that the proposal to create these generic PIs was initiated 

by OGC, not CAU. As set forth below, FBI OGC actually approved the use of these 

control file investigations, but the illegal program was never implemented due to actions 

taken by Mr. Youssef. 

 

The final FBI-OIG report must fully document the facts set forth in the March 11
th

 email, 

and hold the FBI Office of General Counsel fully accountable for its failure to take 

proper corrective action upon having full and complete knowledge that the FBI was 

conducting illegal searches without proper NSL authority.   

 

The final FBI-OIG report must also carefully review the proposed corrective action set 

forth in the March 11
th

 email.  This proposed corrective action was, on its face, illegal.  It 

would have been highly improper and a violation of law for the FBI to justify issuing 

NSLs from control files.  The use of “umbrella” preliminary investigations to justify 

NSLs would have constituted an even more egregious violation of law, and would have 

constituted an illegal cover-up of the NSL/exigent letter problem.   Corrective actions 

must be put into effect to ensure that, in the future, the FBI General Counsel cannot 

propose actions that violate the privacy and constitutional rights of American citizens.  

 

The final FBI-OIG report must reflect a careful evaluation of OGC’s attempt to hide the 

illegal use of exigent letters, and the FBI’s attempt to create a mechanism, i.e. “umbrella 

files”, that would permit it to continue to commit violations of privacy rights under the 

pretext of terrorism investigations.  The FBI OGC attempt to cover-up the illegal actions 

of the FBI resulted in a continuation of the improper use of exigent letters for over one 

year.  

 

IX. FBI OGC confirms in emails that they failed to provide assistance to CAU 

and failed to simply demand that the FBI’s operational units comply with the law on 

NSLs.  Instead, FBI OGC relies upon its intent to institute generic control file 

preliminary investigations as justification for failing to immediately fix the problem.  

This email, along with others, demonstrates willfulness on behalf of FBI OGC. 

 

 On March 7, 2005, the FBI Office of General Counsel sent an email to Mr. 

Youssef and the Assistant Section Chief (Youssef’s immediate supervisor), Mr. Glen 

Rogers.  It contained a postscript directed to one of the supervisors in CAU.  See 

Attachment 9, email dated March 7, 2005.   This postscript is highly significant as it 

demonstrates OGC’s knowledge, as early as March 2005, of all of the following: 

 

1. OGC was in the process of formulating the “possible PIs to which 

we can tie emergency requests to.”  This is a reference to the 

generic/umbrella PI concept.   
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2. OGC understood that the CAU “backlog” on NSLs continued to 

exist, and was “getting worse.”  In other words, OGC knew that 

the unit was still sending out exigent letters to obtain data without 

an NSL.  OGC knew that the law was not being followed, and 

knew that the problem was growing.   

 

3. OGC then informs CAU that they “can’t help” fix the problem 

until they get “generic PIs opened to which we can tie these 

NSLs.”   In other words, whatever request for assistance this 

supervisor made, it was rejected on the basis that CAU needed to 

work with OGC and come up with the generic PI solution.   

 

The final FBI-OIG report should make a finding that, as reflected in the March 7, 2005 

email, OGC knew of the exigent letter/illegal search problem, knew that this problem was 

“getting worse,” and refused to help fix the problem. Instead of providing CAU and the 

operational units (including ITOS) with proper legal advice, OGC delayed taking 

corrective action.   OGC based this failure to act on its desire to implement the illegal 

control file/umbrella file search program set forth in other emails, including the March 

11, 2005 email cited above.  

 

X. The final FBI-OIG report should document that the highest levels of FBI 

OGC knew that the FBI was improperly obtaining information on the basis of the 

“exigent circumstances” letter and approved illegal corrective actions in April 2005. 

 

The final FBI-OIG report should fully discuss the email chain dated April 5, 2005 

[8:58AM; 9:04AM; 9:09AM; 11:57AM; 12:01AM; 12:09AM; 12:12PM].  See, 

Attachment 10.  This is an internal email chain between attorneys in OGC, including the 

Deputy General Counsel and the head of the National Security Branch. 

 

The first email on the chain (8:59 AM) is from Assistant General Counsel Kopistansky 

and is directed to her chain of command.  The Assistant General Counsel who initiated 

this email chain is the attorney who took the lead on interacting with the Communications 

Analysis Unit on issues related to the exigent letters.    

 

In the 8:59 AM email, she recognizes that the “operational units” needed to open up 

investigations before they searched for information, so that the FBI could be “getting this 

information legally.”  The email recognizes the precise problem with the exigent letters 

(i.e. searches being conducted without preliminary investigations, and therefore without 

the legal predicate to obtain an NSL) and also understood that CAU was asking that OGC 

use its influence to “force the operational units to open these PIs.”   

 

We request that the final FBI-OIG report carefully takes this email into consideration and 

recommends strong corrective action be taken concerning the FBI Office of General 
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Counsel.  This email supports a finding that FBI attorneys, at the highest level, knew the 

collection process was illegal, yet failed to take prompt or effective action to defend the 

laws of the United States.    

 

The second email in the chain (9:04 AM) indicates that a solution to this problem may be 

reached if there was a meeting with the Deputy Assistant Director for the FBI, Mr. John 

Lewis (the Deputy Assistant Director with authority over the Communications Analysis 

Unit).  However, as set forth below, this meeting was never organized by the General 

Counsel’s office.  

 

The third email in the chain (9:09AM) reinforces the fact that the operational units 

needed to “know that they need to open up these PIs.”  It also confirms the fact that the 

operational units were “not good about” establishing the required preliminary 

investigations, and that Mr. Youssef had reached out to OGC to obtain help in forcing the 

operational units to comply with the law.  According to the email:  “So Bassem [Youssef] 

wanted to know if there was something we could do to force their [the operational units, 

i.e. ITOS] hand as far as opening up the necessary PIs.”   

 

This email is also critical to understanding the key role played by Mr. Youssef in trying 

to fix the problems created by the FBI’s use of exigent letters.  Mr. Youssef wanted to 

obtain help from OGC to force the operational units to open the investigations necessary 

for issuing NSLs.   The Office of General Counsel should have immediately insisted that 

the operational units follow the law.  They should have reported the failure to comply 

with the law to the proper authorities.   At a minimum, the Office of General Counsel 

should have provided Mr. Youssef with the support he needed to ensure that the FBI was 

compliant with the law.  Instead, as set forth below, the Office of General Counsel 

continued to formulate a plan which would have resulted in a major cover-up of these 

violations and a potential massive violation of the privacy and constitutional rights of 

American citizens.  The final FBI-OIG report should specifically acknowledge Mr. 

Youssef’s role in attempting to fix this problem, and the failure of the Office of General 

Counsel to provide proper guidance or assistance.  

 

The fourth email in this chain (11:57AM) is extremely significant and revealing. Deputy 

General Counsel Julie Thomas ignores the request for assistance made by Mr. Youssef 

and sidesteps the idea that a meeting be conducted with the Deputy Assistant Director for 

Counterterrorism.  In other words, the Deputy General Counsel failed to take any 

reasonable action to correct the problems identified by Mr. Youssef and the problems 

disclosed to her chain of command by the Assistant General Counsel. 

 

Instead, Ms. Thomas states that she has been “signing a tremendous amount of these 

under our new procedure.”  In other words, Thomas has been signing out NSLs under 

umbrella/generic/control files in another program, which she confused with the ITOS-

CAU/NSL program.  The use of control files to justify NSLs is highly improper and 
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illegal.  The Deputy General Counsel of the FBI admitted in this email that the FBI was 

engaging in this improper conduct in another NSL-related program.   

 

The final report of the FBI-OIG must carefully review this email and recommend 

appropriate corrective action concerning the illegal use of control files in this other 

program.  This email is an excellent example of how misconduct can spread within an 

organization, especially when that organization does not have the management culture 

necessary to identify and correct problems.   

 

The fifth email in the chain (12:01 PM) indicates that Thomas was referring to another 

NSL-related program.  In this regard, Kopistansky states that she did not understand the 

“new procedure” referenced in the prior email, and Kopistansky did not think that the 

generic PI policy had been implemented in the NSL program that they were discussing.  

This email confirms Mr. Youssef’s understanding of the matter (i.e. that the FBI was also 

issuing illegal NSLs out of another program).  

 

The sixth email in the chain (12:09 PM) further demonstrates that another unit in the FBI 

was using generic/umbrella/control files to justify NSLs, as Thomas states that she was 

“thinking of another unit.”  She also recalled working with others in OGC to use this 

generic process to “help out” with a “delay in NSL processing.”  Thomas then states that 

the entire issue raised by CAU/Youssef and Kopistansky needed to be placed on the 

“back burner.”  Because Thomas believed that the solution to the issues raised by 

Youssef was at hand (i.e. the new procedure which was being used for other NSLs), there 

simply was no rush to fix this problem; she was able to relegate the matter to the “back 

burner.” 

 

The last email (12:12 PM), confirms that the problem will be dealt with “later.”  In this 

email Assistant General Counsel Kopistansky confirms that two attorneys in the OGC 

assigned to help CAU actually “can’t do anything” until the generic PI policy is created.    

 

Significantly, in an earlier email, the Assistant General Counsel specifically 

acknowledged that the generic/control file policy she was proposing, which would 

provide a paper-justification for NSLs, was based on another program already in effect 
within the FBI. Attachment 11, email dated January 26, 2005.  In other words, although 

the generic/control file process for justifying PIs and NSLs was never finally approved 

within CAU as the solution for the exigent circumstances letter problem, it was illegally 

approved and implemented for another NSL-related search program administered by the 

FBI. The use of generic/control PIs to justify NSLs is a clear violation of law.   
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XI. The final FBI-OIG report should document that the highest levels of FBI 

OGC stonewalled and failed to take prompt corrective action to stop the illegal use 

of exigent circumstances letters. 

  

 Attachment 12 is an April 12, 2005 email, sent by Assistant General Counsel 

Patrice Kopistansky to Deputy General Counsel Julie Thomas as a follow-up to the April 

5
th

 email chain.  This email provides additional guidance and confirmation as to the 

meaning of the April 5
th

 chain.  The email confirms the following: 

 

 1.  OGC was fully aware of the “problem with CAU and their backlog of NSLs.”  

This is the problem caused by the use of “exigent letters” and the failure of the 

operational units to provide the promised NSLs. 

 

 2.  Mr. Youssef (i.e. CAU) wanted help from OGC in fixing this problem (“CAU 

would like us to put something out to pressure ITOS I”).  ITOS stands for the 

International Terrorism Operations Section of the FBI.  

 

 3.  OGC was stuck on the generic PI solution, i.e. creating Preliminary 

Investigations out of control files or umbrella files which could simply be used to justify 

the NSLs.  Because OGC was committed to creating a system based on generic PIs to 

resolve the problem, they continued to postpone and ignore the repeated requests from 

Mr. Youssef to help fix the problem.  OGC could have fixed the problem immediately by 

simply instructing the operational units to comply with the law, and by instructing CAU 

to stop issuing the exigent letters.  But OGC did not do so.  They remained committed to 

permitting the operational units to obtain information without real PIs being initiated.  

Instead, they were working on creating a system that would create phony PIs, which 

could simply paper-over the legal requirement that the searches be tied to a real terrorist 

PI, and thus permit the issuance of NSLs. 

 

 4.  The email continues to recognize that the current process of conducting 

searches without NSLs and without any confirmed PIs was not legal.  This confirmation 

is contained in the email’s conclusion that “generic PIs” should be adopted so the FBI 

could “more efficiently” and “not to mention legally” “continue to obtain emergency 

telephone information.” 

 

 5.  Two follow-up emails are attached to this document.  The first, sent at 5:02 

PM, indicates that the Deputy General Counsel approved the generic PI solution 

proposed by Kopistansky.  The second, sent at 5:03 PM, indicates that Kopistansky 

would start to draft the Electronic Communication or “EC” to implement the 

generic/umbrella/control file PI proposal.  

 

 6.  Thus, by April, 2005, after having full knowledge that the current searches 

were not being conducted “legally” and that Mr. Youssef as head of CAU was trying to 

get help from OGC to have the operational units comply with the law, OGC internally 
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approved the plan to establish generic PIs to permit the FBI to continue large numbers of 

illegal searches.  OGC’s commitment to the illegal generic PI procedure delayed 

constructive corrective action on these matters.  

 

The Deputy General Counsel of OGC formally approved the umbrella PI proposal on 

April 12, 2005.  Thereafter, the General Counsel’s office tried to obtain assistance from 

CAU and the operational units to finalize the “umbrella” preliminary investigation 

control files.   

 

In an email to Mr. Youssef dated May 27, 2005, Assistant General Counsel Kopistansky 

understood that it would be the responsibility of ITOS I and II to create the generic PIs: 

“Bassem, we have discussed this issue with ITOS I and II since they are the ones who 

would be creating the umbrella files that you would be using as the basis for your 

emergency NSLs.”  Attachment 13.  The text of the May 27
th

 email is troubling, as it 

demonstrates how the umbrella PI concept was open to abuse.  An example given by 

OGC of facts which could justify using the umbrella PI to justify a search included the 

following: “For instance, if we see someone taking a picture of a bridge, and the person 

fits the stereotype of a domestic terrorist (e.g. young, male, Caucasian, maybe a crewcut 

– you get the point)” that person could be the subject of a generic PI NSL “even though at 

that point there is no suggestion that the target is affiliated with a foreign power.”   

 

XII. The final FBI-OIG report should credit Mr. Youssef with playing a key role 

in preventing the Office of General Counsel from finalizing its plan to create illegal 

control files to justify the improper use of NSLs. 

 

The FBI Office of General Counsel continued to push the generic/control file PI solution 

to the “exigent letter” issue through mid-September 2005.  At that time OGC helped set 

up a meeting between CAU (Mr. Youssef), the ITOS I and ITOS II assistant section 

chiefs and the Office of General Counsel.  Attachment 14, Email dated September 22, 

2005. OGC believed that this meeting, requested by Mr. Youssef, was designed to 

facilitate the approval of the generic/umbrella PIs.  Kopistansky clearly identified the 

problem at hand:  “But the issue had been that we did not have PIs to attach them 

[NSL].”   The FBI’s assistant general counsel’s solution was “so we thought we’d create 

some.”  Attachment 15, Email dated September 23, 2005.  In other words, OGC concedes 

that the purpose of the generic PIs was simply to “create” an investigation with which to 

justify the NSL.   

 

However, Mr. Youssef testified (and the emails support) that he asked for this meeting to 

obtain a commitment from ITOS I and II to stop asking the CAU supervisors for 

emergency searches in non-emergency situations.  The ITOS requests had placed 

pressure on CAU supervisors to use the exigent letter process, and Youssef wanted help 

from ITOS managers to put an end to this practice.   In other words, Mr. Youssef wanted 

the operational units to open proper preliminary or full investigations and obtain 
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information on the basis of a valid NSL (as set forth above, NSLs could not be issued 

absent such an investigation). 

 

Youssef’s intent for asking for the meeting and what he said at the meeting is confirmed 

in Attachment 16, an email from Kopinstansky to Youssef about that meeting:  “ . . . at 

the meeting on September 26, 2005, it seemed that your main concern was getting ITOS I 

to issue NSLs under existing files . . ..”   

 

Throughout the emails, OGC repeatedly confirms that Mr. Youssef wanted help in 

getting the operational units to comply with the law and provide the required NSLs.  This 

is reflected in an October 21, 2005 email from Kopistansky to Youssef, in which she 

acknowledged Mr. Youssef’s position:  “. . . you [Youssef] thought you needed the 

weight of OGC to come down on ITOS I to assure that they’d issue these NSLs . . ..”  

Attachment 16. 

 

In the October 21
st
 email, Kopistansky sets forth a rationalization for General Counsel’s 

initial plan to create umbrella control files as a means to justify NSLs.  She states that she 

was “under the impression that” CAU “did a lot of emergency situations” and thus there 

was a need for ITOS to “create some umbrella files under which we could issue NSLs.”  

Kopistansky’s impression was absolutely correct concerning the actions of CAU prior to 

Youssef becoming Chief.  Consistent with policy and practice, CAU had routinely used 

exigent letters to conduct searches for a number of years before Mr. Youssef was named 

Chief of the Unit.  

 

However, after Mr. Youssef became the Unit Chief, and after he became aware of the 

improper use of exigent letters as a substitute for NSLs, Mr. Youssef initiated forceful 

and highly successful corrective actions.  These corrective actions were initiated before 

the Inspector General review, and were initiated without any help from his supervisory 

chain of command.  The corrective actions were initiated despite the fact that the Office 

of General Counsel refused to correct the two Electronic Communications that authorized 

the use of exigent letters and significantly delayed any actions to obtain compliance with 

the NSL requirements from the operational units.   

 

The fact that Mr. Youssef was able to obtain substantial compliance with the legal 

requirements of NSLs, under these circumstances, should be noted in the final FBI-OIG 

report.  The remarkably successful role played by Mr. Youssef in obtaining compliance 

with the law is fully reflected in the statistics concerning the issuance of exigent letters 

out of CAU after Mr. Youssef became Unit Chief and after he became fully aware of the 

issue.   

 

Significantly, in the October 21
st
 email, Assistant General Counsel Kopistansky credits 

Youssef with the decision by General Counsel to abandon the generic/umbrella PI 

solution to the exigent letter problem.  She supported Mr. Youssef’s position that the 

current problem could be solved if pressure was put on ITOS to stop asking for 
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emergency searches in non-emergency matters, and to ensure that they provided NSLs to 

CAU based only on the existence of a full investigation or preliminary investigation.   

Kopistansky described the meeting and her change of position as follows: 

 

 “I [Kopistansky] was under the impression that  . . . you [CAU] needed ITOS I 

 and II to create some umbrella files under which we could issue NSLs.  Therefore, 

 we had decided that we’d suggest the creation of umbrella files . . .. However, at 

 the meeting on September 26, it seemed that your [Youssef’s] main concern was 

 getting ITOS I to issue NSLs under existing files . . ..”   

 

Kopistansky informed Youssef that Spike Bowman, the head of the National Security 

Law Branch, had contacted “higher ups” about Youssef’s concerns, and that she expected 

and hoped that CAU was now “receiving the information” needed to “meet the standard 

for NSLs, namely relevance to an authorized investigation.”  

 

Although Kopistansky appeared to change her position on the use of the generic PIs to 

resolve the problems caused by the exigent letters within CAU, her email did not reflect a 

shift in position related to the use of such instruments to fix the backlog that she knew 

existed in CAU or a shift in OGC’s general position on the use of umbrella/generic PIs in 

other programs which also used NSLs to gather data.  The issue of the backlog was not 

addressed in this email.   

 

As set forth in the October 21
st
 email, Mr. Youssef’s intent was to have the ITOS units 

simply comply with the law, and provide NSLs only in true emergency situations.   

According to a March 19, 2007 email from Youssef to the FBI General Counsel (and 

others in OGC), Youssef informed OGC that he took action in 2005 to ensure CAU 

compliance with the NSL rules. Attachment 17. He informed OGC of his 

communications with the FBI Inspection Division about the problems which had existed 

concerning the exigent circumstance letters and the corrective actions he had undertaken 

to fix the problem in 2005:  “The inspection team was advised of the spring 2005 audit 

[i.e. Youssef’s attempt to identify all the searches that were conducted without NSLs] 

wherein CAU obtained a list of outstanding NSLs from [redacted by FBI]. The inspection 

asked what CAU was doing at the present time to remedy this situation and CAU advised 

that under normal circumstances (non-exigent) an NSL must be provided by the 

requesting entity prior to obtaining any telephone records . . ..”    

 

In other words, by the spring of 2005 Youssef had instructed his staff to comply with the 

law and use the exigent circumstances letter only in true emergencies, and had further 

commenced an internal audit to locate all instances in which a search was conducted 

without an NSL.  This provided CAU with a list that it would use to have the operational 

units provide the necessary NSLs. This review produced a list of all telephone numbers 

for which CAU had not received an NSL.  CAU provided this list to the operational units 

to encourage them to provide the outstanding NSLs. 
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A review of the number of exigent letters sent from his unit confirms this fact, and 

confirms that by the end of 2005 exigent letters had all but stopped, and those that were 

issued were tied to a real emergency.  See Attachment 18, Exigent Letter Use Chart. 

 

The chart is based on the number of exigent circumstance letters issued out of CAU 

between December 2004 and January 2007.  When Mr. Youssef was named Chief of 

CAU, the use of exigent letters was well established within the unit.  As reflected in the 

attached emails, it was well known that these letters were used to conduct searches in 

situations for which an NSL was required.  It was also well known that, although 

promised in the letters, the mandatory legal process (i.e. the NSL or a subpoena) was 

never provided to the telephone companies.  Additionally, although NSLs were not 

legally needed in true “exigent circumstances,” it was also well established that such truly 

exigent circumstances were “few and far between.”   

  

The final FBI-OIG report should find that when Mr. Youssef took over the Unit, CAU 

supervisors (consistent with policy and past practice) were issuing approximately 45 such 

letters per/month.  Based on his efforts, the number of exigent letters used by the FBI was 

radically decreased before OGC took any formal action to abate the violations.  The 

number of exigent letters was systemically reduced, and by February 2006 (months 

before the OIG commenced its review of the matter), no exigent letters were issued by 

CAU.  

 

XIII.  Throughout the relevant time period the FBI OGC continuously gave CAU 

erroneous legal advice. 

 

As reflected in the above-cited emails, the FBI OGC engaged in misconduct when it 

refused to instruct and require the FBI operational units to comply with the law 

concerning NSLs, when it took no action to fix the improper 2003 policy Electronic 

Communications, when it signed NSLs based on generic/control files in the secret NSL 

program and when it attempted to create an illegal generic/control/umbrella file in order 

to create phony “preliminary investigations” which would permit the FBI to conduct 

searches in violation of the law.   

 

In addition to these problems, two additional emails demonstrate that FBI OGC was 

willing to place the operational needs of the FBI above the law, and create legal 

justifications for improper searches.   

 

In April 2005, Mr. Youssef had reached out to OGC in an attempt to obtain assistance in 

having the operational units comply with the law and provide NSLs.  At that time OGC 

did not make any attempt to assist in this effort.  Thereafter, Mr. Youssef made sure that 

FBI OGC knew that information was being obtained through use of the exigent letters “as 

emergencies when they aren’t necessarily emergencies.”  Attachment 19, April 26, 2005 

email from Kopistansky to Youssef.   To remedy this problem, CAU needed the legal 
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definition of “emergency” so that its staff could refuse to use an exigent letter to obtain 

information in emergency circumstances in which an NSL was otherwise required.   

 

The advice obtained from OGC was improper.  The OGC attorney stated as follows: “So 

please make sure that the people in your  unit are instructed to ask for an NSL, and only if 

it is clear to you that the requestor cannot await an NSL . . . should they be done as 

emergencies based on your exigent letter.”   

 

Mr. Youssef immediately forwarded this OGC guidance to his entire staff.   Attachment 

20.  The problem with the guidance was that it was improper.  The standard set forth by 

OGC concerning use of the “exigent letter” was whether or not “the requestor cannot 

await an NSL.”  According to Mr. Youssef’s testimony, the operational units consistently 

used the “I cannot await an NSL” justification for insisting that CAU obtain the 

information from the phone companies through  use of the exigent letter.   

 

OGC failed to provide CAU with the actual legal definition of the exigent or emergency 

circumstance that would have legally permitted the FBI to request and obtain the phone 

data without an NSL.  That legal definition is clearly set forth in the controlling laws, 18 

U.S.C. § 2702:  “an emergency involving danger of death or serious physical injury to 

any person” which “requires disclosure without delay of information relating to the 

emergency.”   

 

In fact, OGC never provided CAU with the actual legal definition during the entire time 

period relevant to this complaint.  CAU researched the issue on its own, and incorporated 

the correct legal standard into the new policy EC proposed by Mr. Youssef in May, 2006.   

Attachment 3.   

 

Instead of providing CAU with accurate legal advice, OGC actually insisted that CAU 

continue to use the exigent circumstances letter after Mr. Youssef had taken steps to 

essentially stop its usage.  Between February and May 2006, Mr. Youssef’s efforts almost 

completely terminated the CAU’s use of the exigent circumstances letter: 

 

 Month       # of Exigent Circumstance Letters 

 

 February/06     0 

 March/06     3 

 April/06     2 

 May/06     2 

 

Attachment 18. 

 

But on May 26, 2006, FBI OGC slightly revised the contents of the exigent circumstance 

letter (i.e. removed the reference to awaiting the issuance of a subpoena, and replaced it 

with reference to a National Security Letter) and actually instructed CAU to “start using” 
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the new exigent circumstances letter “PRONTO” (emphasis in the original).  Attachment 

21, email from Kopistansky to Robleto, May 26, 2006. 

 

Again, OGC did not provide CAU with the controlling legal definition for exigent 

circumstances, but instead provided guidance that the letter could still be used.  Not 

surprisingly, the number of such letters started to increase once again.  Attachment 18. 

  

XIV.  The FBI utilized the “umbrella” concept to “clean up” the backlog in NSLs 

caused by the improper use of the exigent letters.   

 

OGC’s use of the “umbrella” concept filtered its way into the ITOS and CAU as a 

method for cleaning up the backlog of NSLs.   In 2006, as a result of Mr. Youssef’s audit 

of exigent letter requests, the CAU was able to identify past searches for which NSLs 

were never issued.   Under Mr. Youssef’s direction, a “spread sheet” of “outstanding 

NSL requests” was created in October 2005.  Attachment 22, email dated October 27, 

2005 (11:13AM).  Mr. Youssef directed his staff to contact the operational unit 

supervisors who had “sent the lead to us” in order to “clear our outstanding NSL 

requests.” Id.  

 

The CAU attempted to get these NSLs from the operational units, but had limited 

success.  The inability of CAU to obtain the NSLs from the operational units is not 

surprising, as NSLs could only be approved if a preliminary or other ongoing 

investigation existed.  If no preliminary investigation was ever opened, absent the FBI 

instituting the “umbrella/control file” solution proposed by OGC, it would be impossible 

to justify the NSL.  

 

Consequently, the supervisors within ITOS and CAU discussed this problem and came 

up with the “umbrella” “solution.”  According to an email from a CAU supervisor (Mr. 

Randy Allen) to OGC (Kopistansky), dated November 14, 2006, the solution involved 

justifying a “blanket” NSL for past searches “acting under the umbrella that terrorists are 

in the U.S. and are imminently planning operations.”  Attachment 23, email dated 

November 14, 2006, from Allen to Kopistansky.  In other words, the ITOS and CAU 

supervisors utilized the “umbrella” concept originally proposed by OGC in order to 

create a justification for an NSL that would cover the prior undocumented searches.  This 

solution was discussed with the Section Chief for ITOS, Mr. Hiembach, and with the 

CAU Unit Chief (Youssef).  However, it was the Assistant Director for the 

Counterterrorism Division (Billy) and the Deputy Assistant Director for Counterterrorism 

(Cummings), among others, who actually “signed off” on these blanket NSLs.   

 

FBI OGC was concerned that Mr. Youssef testified about these blanket NSLs during his 

initial interview with the Inspector General.  This concern triggered an email from 

Kopistansky to the FBI General Counsel Valerie Caproni informing her that Joseph Billy, 

the Assistant Director for the Counterterrorism Division, had signed a blanket NSL. 

Attachment 24, email dated November 7, 2006, Kopistansky to Caproni (“I presume 
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Bassem told OIG about it so I thought you ought to know about it”).  After receiving this 

information from Kopistansky, the General Counsel contacted Billy.  In an email also 

dated November 7, 2006, Billy claimed that he had “no recollection” of having signed the 

blanket NSL.  Id.  OGC also attempted to distance itself from this blanket NSL, despite 

the fact that OGC had strongly advocated and approved using “umbrella” investigations 

to justify resolving NSL problems.  

 

In a May 14, 2009 letter to the Chairman of the House and Senate Judiciary and 

Intelligence Committees, the Department of Justice described these eleven umbrella 

clean-up NSLs as “so-called ‘blanket NSLs.”  The Justice Department indicated that they 

were a “good faith but ill-conceived attempt to provide the communications service 

providers with legal authority for records they had previously provided to the FBI based 

on oral requests and exigent letters.”  This finding is only partially correct, as it ignores 

two key factors.   

 

First, the “so-called blanket NSLs” were clearly based on the umbrella NSL concept 

created by the FBI (and improperly used in another FBI program).  Thus, there was 

precedent within the FBI for creating NSLs, even though no proper preliminary 

investigation was justified.  Second, that the top leadership of the FBI’s counterterrorism 

program executed eleven blanket NSLs demonstrates the veracity of one of Mr. 

Youssef’s key concerns.  Specifically, since 2002 Mr. Youssef raised serious concerns 

about the failure of the FBI to require its managers to have expertise in counterterrorism.  

Mr. Youssef raised the concern that top managers responsible for protecting the United 

States from another terrorist attack had no background or experience in counterterrorism.  

The Director of the FBI publicly defended this position, and stated that his picks for top 

managers needed no expertise whatsoever in counterterrorism.  One of the managers 

whose appointment the Director publicly defended (Mr. Gary Bald), admitted that he had 

no expertise in counterterrorism.  Bald was the manager who requested the illegal search 

documented in the email chain set forth in Attachment 6. Bald testified that expertise in 

counterterrorism was not as important as being “the strongest leader.” Reference Gary 

Bald deposition of 3-14-2005, p. 22, line 19. 

 

The final FBI-OIG report must review the guidance provided by FBI OGC and why OGC 

never provided accurate advice about the use of “umbrella” or “control” files to justify 

the issuance of NSLs. The report should carefully review the training and expertise 

required by top FBI managers with the authority to sign NSLs. The highest levels of FBI 

Counterterrorism management executed the umbrella clean-up NSLs, including the 

current Executive Assistant Director for Counterterrorism and Counterintelligence (Art 

Cummings), the current Assistant Director for Counterterrorism (Michael Heimbach) and 

the former Assistant Director for Counterterrorism (Joe Billy). Did these high-ranking 

officials have the proper training in counterterrorism procedures necessary to 

competently do their jobs? The final report should also review the current FBI policy, 

which states that managers in counterterrorism do not need subject matter expertise in the 

areas that they manage.  This policy must be repudiated in the strongest possible terms.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

Since 2002 Mr. Youssef (an internationally recognized expert in operational 

counterterrorism and the FBI’s highest ranking fluent Arabic speaker, see Attachments 25 

and 26, the 1994 Director of Central Intelligence Award and Mr. Youssef’s Legal 

Attaché Performance Review dated May 3, 2000) has forcefully expressed his concern 

that the FBI has not properly trained and prepared its managers in counterterrorism 

matters.  Most of Mr. Youssef’s public statements on this matter have expressed deep 

concerns over the failure of the FBI to require expertise in operational counterterrorism. 

These concerns clearly overlap with the failure of the FBI to mandate that managers also 

have full training and expertise in legal compliance matters.  While one might expect the 

FBI’s Office of General Counsel to provide needed guidance on legal boundaries, the 

events recounted here show that OGC has failed in this fundamental responsibility, and 

FBI managers must have their own training and experience to know how to conduct 

administrative counterterrorism procedures while still protecting the privacy rights of all 

Americans.
6
 

 

The final report should carefully review Mr. Youssef’s numerous concerns on these 

matters.  Clearly, the report should find that one of the root causes of the NSL problem 

was the failure of the FBI to properly train its mangers in counterterrorism procedures 

and the fact that the FBI, in response to concerns raised by Mr. Youssef, issued a public 

policy position that background and experience in counterterrorism was not a 

requirement for any promotions in the top FBI management ranks.  The NSL experience 

painfully demonstrates how the lack of expertise can and will, in practice, have 

devastating consequences.   

 

One can only hope that the FBI will reverse this policy, and that the failure of the FBI to 

require counterterrorism expertise among its managers will not result, directly or 

indirectly, in another devastating terrorist attack on U.S. soil.  Likewise the FBI must 

review its policies concerning the recruitment and treatment of Arab Americans within 

the FBI.  Like Mr. Youssef, who was born in Egypt, other Arab American citizens have 

knowledge and skills that, if properly utilized, would further strengthen America’s ability 

to detect and prevent another serious terrorist attack.  However, by publicly stating that 

critical skills needed in combating Middle Eastern based terrorism, such as fluency in 

Arabic or knowledge of Middle Eastern culture and history, are not required as part of the 

FBI’s promotional process, seriously undermines the ability of the FBI to recruit and 

                                                 
6
 Respecting Americans’ privacy rights will also enhance the proper functioning of law 

enforcement.  When law enforcement agencies overcollect information, they become less 

efficient at honing in on useful information for counterterrorism operations.  By properly 

controlling the amount of information they collect, the dots to be connected become 

easier to see. 
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Honorable John Conyers, Jr. 

Chairman 

House Committee on the Judiciary 

U.S. House of Representatives 

Washington, D.C. 20515 

 

Honorable Dianne Feinstein 

Chairman 

Select Committee on Intelligence 

United States Senate 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

 

Honorable Sheldon Whitehouse 

U.S. Senate 

Washington, D.C. 20510 

 

Honorable Silvestre Reyes 

Chairman 

Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

U.S. House of Representatives 

Washington, D.C. 20515 
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